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MESSAGE
Months ago, you and your parents together with community volunteers pitched in
for the Brigada Eskwela to make sure that your schools are clean, safe, disaster-prepared
and conducive to learning for the opening of classes. It seemed that your rising early to
beat the first school bell, raising your hand for class recitations, thinking deeply for
answers in examinations and sleeping late to prepare for the exciting tasks the next day
have finally come to an end. All of these are part of walking the extra mile in building
self-confidence, determination, and perseverance as fuels for success.
Seeking out the things you have learned is not just a matter of looking at your
grades. There is so much you can reflect on and use in your life. Ahead will be tough
times, regrets and failures as well as success, reward and happiness. The lifelong
adventure in learning will enable you to translate them successfully in future situations
to make your life more meaningful.
This year’s ceremonies focus on the theme Sabay-Sabay na Hakbang Tungo sa
Maunlad na Kinabukasan. The sense of pride and achievement in your relentless pursuit
of knowledge are concerted endeavor and collaborative efforts of you as learner, your
teachers, parents, and the community in achieving the shared vision of quality and
accessibility in basic education for all.
Now more than ever, our partners in education worked hand-in-hand to forge a
better and progressive future for each one of you. Every caring individual you have met in
school and in your community contributed immensely towards one common goal, that is
to provide you with sufficient concepts and skills to suitably prepare you into the future.
With an array of options our schools offer, you must make a choice to take a chance
and be the change for your life has just begun to soar and the opportunities that await
you are endless.
Congratulations to all of you for leaving an indelible legacy of excellence.
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